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EXPERIENCE AT LOS ALAMOS WITH USE OF THE OPTICAL MODEL FOR APPLIED
NUCLEAR DATA CALCULATIONS

P. G. Youi~.g
LOSAkunos Nationa! Laboratory

ABSTRACT

Whik many!NWWmodetsaxe-t in calculationsof nuclear&@ theopthl modelusually
provkkstheLwsieunderpiig of anatysesdirectedatdataf~ apptieations.An ovemiewis gi&
here o“ experience in tbe Nuclear Thtmryand ApplicationsGroup at h Alamos National

~hhutiti_m*l fudmWw MnW~~ti*fm~ptid
puqoses. We eonsidexthe direct utilizuion of total, elastic, and reaetionwas sectioas for
neutrons,protons,deuterons,titons, 3Heand alphaparticlesin fdes of evaluatednude= data
coveringtheentrgyrangeof Oto 2CU)MeV,as wellas transmissioncoefficientsfarreaetionthexxy
ealeutadonsandneutronandprotonwavefunctionsindhect-reaetionandFe+Mac&Kennan-Koonin
tllliltYSCS.Optical.wdel codessuebas SCATandECISandthemaetiontheorycodesCOMNUC,
GNASH,FKK43NASH,andDWUCKhaveprimarilybeenusedin ouranalyses. A summaryof
opticalmodelPara.meterizatiomfmmpastanalysesatLos AlamoswiUbe given,includingdeiailed
tabulationsof tbeparamtxersfora selectionof nuclei.

I. INTRODUCTION

The optical model frequently provides the basis for theoretical analyses and/or data
evaluations that are used in providing nuclear data for appliud purposes. In addition to offering a
convenient means for calculation of reaction, shape elastic, and (neutron) total cross sections,
optical model potentials are widely used in quantum-mechanical pteeqdibrium and direct-reaction
theory calculations and, most importantly, in supplying particle transmission coefficients for
Hauser-Feshbach statistical-theory analyses used in nuclear data evaluations. This paper collects
and reviews optical model potentials developed over the last several years for applied nuclear data
analyses in the Nuclear Theory and Applications Group at Los Alamos National Laboratory.

Section II outlines the methodology used for determining many of the potentials desctibed
here. Section III includes tabulations of a selection of spherical optical model potentials that have
been utilized at Los Alamos in nuclear data calculations, and Section IV gives a similar summary
for coupled-channels optical model potentials. Finally, conclusions and recommendations are
given in Section V.

H. METHODOLOGY

In the sections that follow a standard form is used for the optical model potential and
the various cornpouents of the potential. 1 In particular, the potential is represented by a
combination of Woods-Saxon volume and surface derivative terms with (VR, rR, aR), (Wv, rv,
av), (WD, rD, aD), and (VSO, rs~, as~) indicating the real central, volume imaginary, surfi~cc



derivative imagina~, and real spin-orbi: components. In the
a~breviations

and

d
AVC= 0.4m

A

paramctcrizations given below, the

(1)

(2)
.“

are employed in the isospin and comomb correction terms, respectively. In Eqs. ( 1) and (2) the
quantities N, Z and A are the neutron, proton, and atomic mass numbers of the target nucleus,
respectively, and z is the charge number of the projectile. Note tk; when plus or minus signs are
used with the isospin terms in general expressions for proton or neutron potentials, the minus sign
is used for neutrons and the positive sign for protons.

For our calculations we typically use the spherical optical model codes SCAT2 by Bersillon2
or SNOOPY8 by Schwandt.3 In the case of SCAT2, we have extended the option to cal! buil~.-in
pararneterizations to include many additional global and regional parameterizatims. For coupied-
channels calculations we use either the ECIS code by Rayna14or the JUPITOR code, as modifkd
by Rebel et ai.s In cases where detailed neutron optical model analyses are required, we typically
ccxnbine the SPRT method6 (fitting experimental values of s- and p-wave neutron strengths,
potential scatterbg radii, and low energy neutron total cross sections) with fits to differential elastic
scattering data at higher energies. We often combine analyses of ncwtron and proton data using a
simple Lane model. In cases where accuracy requirements are not too demanding, we use existing
global or regional paramcteiization> in calculations.

111. SPHERICAL OPTICAL MODEL POTENTIALS

A. Glab~ Potentials at h~cidentEnergies Below 50 McV

A number of global optical model potentials have been dcvclopcd for nuclear physics
calculations at incident energies below - 50 MeV, especially for neutrons. A rcwcw of neutron
global parameters is given in Ref. 1, and the older review hy Percy and Pcrcy7 is still u,seful for
charged-particle potentials. A global neutron po(cntial dcvclopcd sil~ce {he 1985 review that has
proven useful for calculations of nuclear dtita for fusion reactions is a modification by Yamamuro8
of the surface imaginary term in the Walter and Gussg potential below an incident neutron energy
of 20 McV, as follows:

Wl) (McV) = 5.{)- 14.94 q + ().271 Ell 0S El, s 10 McV

= 7.71-14.94 n 10s E,, <20 ML’V

(3)



All other parameters are taken from the Wal[cr and Guss potential, and that potential is used intact
at neutron energies above 20 MeV. We have found the Yamamuro/Walter potential to be quite
useful in cases where.dtiled optical model analyses arc not avaikblc.

B. Global Potentials at kident Energies Above 50 MeV

Possibilities for global optical model pararneterizations above 50 MeV am considerabley mom
r~tricted. Starting from a global proton potential by Schwandt et al.,lo Madlandl 1 developed a
poatial that covers a wider energy range and that is generalized for neutrons and protons through
fie Lane model. The Madland potential was developed by analyzing data for 3 nuclii. s in L?e
mas range 27s A <208 and the energy range 5(, MeV S &,p S 400 MeV. We have incorporakd
a form of the Madland potential 12modilkd fcn nonrdativistic calculations over the m-nge50 McV <
FmP<140 MeV into tie SCA72 cock; this potential is listed in Table 1.

Table 1, Global spherical optical model potentials fo~incident neutrons and protons over the

incident energy range 50 McV S &P <140 MeV and for the mass range 24s As 208

NEUTRONS

w~

V’R = 105.5- 16.5Tl-0.4*Z/Al/3 - 17.14375 In(En)

w~ = 0.0

Wv = 2.4346 + 0.1016 ~ - (9.288E.4) En2 + (3.87E-6) Enq

V.m = 19.0+ 3.75q -3.154 In(En)

PROTONS. (rC= 1.25 fm)

w~

V~ = 105.5 + 16.5Tl-17.14375 hl(~p)

Wl) = ().()

Wv = 2.4346 + ().1()16 EP - (9.28 %1;-4)t;~~+ (3,87E-6) F#

VW, = )9.() + 3.75Tl -3.154 Ill(l:p)

Geome~ ( mlf

r~= 1.125+0.301 En
aR = 0.675 + ().~31 En

w = 1.650-0.0024 En
av = 0.328 + 0.00244 En

rso = 0.920 + 0.0305 A1/3

= 0,98 (A< 40)

as. = 0.768-0.0012 En

Gco,n?lry (fro}

r~= 1.125+0.001 ~
ak = 0.675 + 0.(MW!l Ep

= 1.650- ().()()24EP
7V= ().328 + ().()(1244Ep

IS()= ().92() + (),()3()5A“~

=().~)H(A < 40)

Uso = ().7()X- ().()()121;,,



For deuterons, tritons, 3He and alpha pari.icles, we have modfled the SCAT2 code to include
a simplified wa~abe modells to derive potentials at medium energies. Details of the Watanabe
transformation are also described by Madland.ll

Other techniq- for simplifying and facilivtig development of optical model potentials are
summarid in Ref. 1. These include the method of approximating an odd-A rotational nucleus in
coupledahannels calculations by using appropriately chosen fictitious levels in an adjacent even-A
(K=O) nucleus.14 This procedure can reduce the computer time required to perform coupled-
channels C-hdations for odd-A rotational nuclei, atthough some penalty in accuracy and setup time
must be pa.i4. Another technique that has good potential but that has had little use is the method
outlined by Madland and Young15 that permits the adaptation of spherical optical model “potentials
for Couplekhannels calculations by simply scaling the imaginary surface potential by the relation

(4)

where the primer! and unpsimed quantities refer to the spherical and deformed potentials,
respectively, and a is a constant that can be optimally adjusted but which is typically = 0.7.1

c. Regional and Local Potentials

1. Neutron, Proton, and Alpha Potentials for Ar,alysis of n + ~7Al Reactions

A reaction theory analysis of neutr m cross sections on 27A1has been carried out with the
FKK-GNASH code in some detail to $4 MeV for a planned update of the ENDF!’B-V1data file,
and in less detail to 100 Mel’ i’orcomparison with high-resolution Tray measurements.la In this
study the neutron potential of Petler et al.17 was found to reproduce the available experimental data
up to 60 MeV or so, and at higher energies the Madland potential~ 1appeared to reliably track the
total and reaction cross sections to above 100 MeV. For proton channels a form of the Perey
proton Potentially was used for proton energitx below 30 MeV, with the following modification to
the imaginary surface potential:

W~MeV)= 13.5-0.15 ~. (5)

In the energy range 30 MeV S ~ S 100 MeV, the Madland global potential 1 was employed for
protons. The alpha-particle potential was taken from an analysis of n + M~5~Fereactionslg (see
next section) and was used up to 100 MeV.

These potentials produce ~ood agreement with elastic scattering, (n*p), (n,n’), (n,u). and
nonelastic cross sections over the range of available data, and give reasonable agreement with
neutron, protcn, and alpha-particle emission spectrum measurements at 14 MeV. Additionally,
reasonable agreement is observed in calculations of discrete gamma-ray production cross sections
for (n,n’y)and (n,2ny) reactions m 60 MeV.16 The optical model potentials for r.eutrous and alpna
particles am given in Table 2.



Table 2. Spherical optical model potentials for 27AI+ n ca!culatiori over the incident neutron
energy range 1ke’~ <,&S 100 MeV. For & >60 MeV, the global potential of
Madlandll was used for neutrons (Table 1).

v~ = 51.55-0.308 En o<&<60 ~= 1.18 aR = ().64
WD = 6.07 o<&<15 r~ = 1.26 a~ = 0.58

= 6.07-0.10 (En - 15) 15 SEn S60
Wv = 0.00 0< En<15 w = 1.26 av = 0.58

= -2.625 + 0.175 ~ 15 SEn S60
VW= 6.0 O< En<60 r~ = 1.01 am= 0.50

~ (rc = 1.4 fm)

eVl

v~ =193.0 - 0.15& o< E~< loo rR = 1.37 aR = 0.56
WD = 0.00 O< Ea<lOO
Wv = 21.0+0.25& O< FZ<lOO PJ = 1.37 av = 0.56

B. Neutiin, Proton, and Alpha Pete ntials for Analysis of n + ~’56Fe Reactions

Wart@ from an analysis of reactions on ‘$6Fe and nearby nuclei,19 an optical model
parameteriza~on was developed for use in calculating neutron and proton mctions to 100 MeV.m
These parameters have been used recently to calculate n + 56Fe cross sections to 40 MeV for a
planned updra of ENDF/B-kT and to compim with experimental measu%ments of alpha particle
spectra from tie Weapons Neutron Research (WNR) facilit y.21 Calculated cross sections agree
reasonably with the available experimental daa including ~’Fe(p,n) and (p,2n) measurements as
well as (n,xy) data and neutron elastic angular distributions. The neutron, proton, and alpha
particle optical model parameters am included h Table 3.

c. Neutron, Proton, and Alpha Potentials for Analysis of n + 59C0 Reactions

Similar to the above calculations on Fe, reaction theory analyses that wem made earlier for n
+ %0 reactions~ have been modified slightly fcr a planned extension of the ENDF/B-VI Iibrwy
to 40 MeV and for calculations of alpha particle spectra to ccmpam with recent measurements from
WNR.23 Again, these parameters result in gocd agreement with the available total, elastic,
nonelasti~, inelastic, and (n,2n) cross section measurements ~c! reasonable agreement wi+~(n,p)
and (n,a) data. The parameters are listed in Table 4. It should be noted that reaction theory
calculations using these parameters have only been perfoi~.~edto -50 MeV but reasonable total ~d
reaction cross sections are calculated out to 100 MeV. Also note that the earlier set of alpha
parameters given in Ref. 22 also give good results, especially al lower neutron energies.



Table 3. Spherical optical model potentials for ~~Fe + n calc&tions over the incident neutron

energy range 1 keV S & S 100 MeV. Above 62 MeV for nemkwn s~,d28 MeV for
pro- the Madland global Potentiali 1is used (Table 1).

ONS TO 62 MeV

MWRamk!!
v~ = 49.747-0.297 & - 0.C#03 &2 O<&<62

WD = 6.(M + 0.42 ~ 0<~<6
= 8.52- 0.224(& -6) 6S&S62

Wv = 0.00 0<l&<8.9
=-1.60 +o.18E~ 8.9 s En s 62

Vm = 6.20 0<&<62

& w (rc = 1.25 fm)

VR = 58.384-0.55 ~
WD = 13.5-0.15 Ep

Wv =0
v= = 7.5

~ (rc = 1.4 fm)
WeU~

v~ = 193-0.15 Ea

WD = 0.00
Wv = 21.0+0.25 ~

V’1

0<~<28

0<~<28

0<~<28
0<~<28

(MeV)
O< Ea<lOO

o<~< loo
O< Ea<lOO

rR = 1.287 aR = 0.56
rD = 1.345 aD = 6.47

w = 1.287 av = 0.’56

r~= 1.12 a~ = 0.47

rp = 1.25 aR = 0.65
rD = 1.25 aD = ().47

rm = 1.25 aW = 0.47

Geometrv (fro]
rR = 1.37 aR = 0.56

rv = 1.37 av = 0.56

D. Neutron, prom, and Alpha Potentials for Analysis of n + @@’~Zn Reactions

A set of optical model parameters for Zn isotopes was developed in support of 14.8-MeV
activation measurements of the @kn(n,p)@Cu and 6’$Zn(n,2n)b3Zncross sect.kms, covering the
incident neutron energy range up to 20 MeV.24 The parameters were obtained by fitting elastic
angular distribution and total crow section measurements, and were validated in calculations of
activation cross sections for neutron reactions on @~66~@Znand for (p,n) reactions on 63CU and
65CU. The optical model parametem that resulted are given in Table 5.

~ Neutroil and Proton Potentials for Analysis of Neutrm Reactions on Sr, Y, and Zr
Isotopes

Results of a detailed analysis of neutron and proton reactions on Sr, Y, and Zr isotopes at
incident energies from 50 keV to 20 MeV wem reported in 1980.~ The opucal model parameters
obtained in that study were thoroughly tested against experimental data over that energy range.



Since that time, tk optical model analyses and maaion theory calculations have bem extended to
higher energks. Calculations of ..eutrcm-induced reactions on %’ have been compa.xd with
highzr energy (nAy) measurements from WNR.~ Similarly, in the case of 9% ptoton-induced
reactions we= calculated to 160 MeV for the recent NEA-sponsored intermediate energv data
calculations.27 The optical model potentials for protons and neutrons uwd in fiese studies are
given in Table 6.

Table 4. Sphe&al optical model potent als for 59C0 + n calculations over the incident neutron

energy range 1 keV S En S 100 MeV. Above 62 MeV for neut.rms and 23 MeV for
protons, the Madland global potential 1 is used.

~~

VR = 47.6(M - 0.3636& - 0.(XI03En2 0<&<62

WD = 8.047+ 0.0805& o< E~<6
= 8.530-0.2509 (a - 6) 6S&S62

Wv = 0.00 o<&<o.5
= -0.0721 +0. 1475 En 0.5 s En s 62

VW = 6.20 0< En<62

~ (r~ = 1.25 fm)

VR = 5-7.175-0.55 Ep
WD = 13.5-0.15 ~
Wv=o

v,- = 7.5

~ (rc = 1.4 fm)

~w
VR =217.0- 0.15 Ea
WD = 0.00
Wv = 24.0

eV\
0<~<23
0<~<23
0<~<23
0<~<23

&lIi?-
O< Ea<lOO
O< Ea<lOO

O< Ea<lOO

rR = 1.2865 aR = 0.561
~ = 1.3448 aD = 0.473

w = 1.%48 av = 0.473

rso= 1.12 a~ = 0.47

QQtWC/.i.
rR = 1.25 aR = 0.65
rD = 1.25 aD ~ 0.47

rm = 1.25 ~ = 0.47

rR = 1.416 aR = 0.493

w = 1.416 av =0.493

Table 5. Optical Model Parameters for Neutron Reactions with Zn Isotopes.

Well Depth (MeV) Range (MeV~ Geometry (fro)

v~ = 49.11-16 q - 0.376E 0SEng20° rR = 1.295 aR= 0.58

WD = 8.545- 8TI OSEn S20 rD = 1.295 aD = 0.48

Wv = 4).094+ 0.197E o sE~< 20 w = 1.295 av = 0.58

Vso = 6.2 05EnS 20 rso= 1.12 aso=0.48



Table 6. Spherkxd optical model potentials for prolon and neutron reactions on Sr, Y, and
Zr isotopes in k vi&Nty of.~ =90. At energies a?mw k maxima indicated, the
global potential of Madlandl I was used for protons and neutrons.

rt + 89Y

Well ~
VR = 49.5- 0.28& o<~dl
Wo = 4.63+ 0.3& O< Q<IO

=7.63 -0.13 En 10 SEQ<21

Wv=o o<&slo.9
=-1.42 +0.13 En 10.9 <En <21

v= = 6.2 o<&<21

n+90Zr

BaX@&lw
VR = 49.0- 0.28& o<&do

WD = 3.4+ 0.3 En O< En<10

=6.4-0.13% los&<20

Wv=o G<&slo.9
= -1.42 + 0.13 En 10.9< & <21

v= = 6.2 0< En<20

=

VR = 56.4+ 24q + AVC-0.32 ~ o< Ep<21

WD = 3.0+ 0.60 ~ o< Ep< 17.5
= 13.5-0.15 Ep 17.5 s~<21

Wv=o o<q<21

VW = 6.4 o< Ep<21

w
(MeV]

VR = 56.4+ 24Tl+ AVC-0,32 ~ o<~<21

w~ = 4.0+ 0.5
7

c.’<

%

<17.5
= 12.75 -0.1 ~ 17.5 s <21

Wv=o o< Ep<21
“Vso = c~.4 o< Ep<21

PA= 1.24 aR = @.62

~D= 1.26 aD = ().58

rv=l.24 av = 0.62

rso= 1.12 a~=O.47

QmE@fIxO
rR = 1.24 aR = 0.62
~= 1.26 aD = ().5b

rv = 1.24 av = 0.62

r~= 1.12 am= 0.47

rR = 1.20 aR = 0.68

rD = 1.225 aD = 0.40

r~ = 1.03 aw = 0.63

rR = 120 aR = 0.73

rD = 1.30 a~ = 0.40

rso = 1.03 as. = 0.63



Iv” REGIONALAND mcAL COUPLED—CHANNELS()~CAL MODEL HXHWIWS

A. Incident Neutron and Roton Potentials for Nuclides in the Region 63 S Zs 82

A number of txmpied-channels optical model analyses have been performed at Los Alamos
for use in reaction theory Calculations, including several rim earth and transition elements. In all
cases modified SPR@ approaches were used to determine the neutron parameters, requiring
reasonable agreement with low+mergy nxonance data and neutron total cross sections. as well as
with elastic and inelastic scattering measurements if available. Inclusion of proton &ta in most
cases was accomplished using a simpie Lane model.

.

An analysis was performed of neutron-induced reactions with 165H0and lb~m to establish
reasonable optical parameters for reaction thmry calculations on Tm isotopes.% The parameters
are based mainly on fits to ‘6~m low-energy resonance and total cross section datz and to a
neutron elastic scattering angular distribution measurement for 165H0at 11 MeV. The parameters
are listed in Table 7.

In preparation for a major update of the ENDF/B-V cross sections, a coupled-channels
optical nxxkl analysis was performed on the W isotopes.x mat analysis included high-mxcdution
neutron elastic and inelastic scattering data below 4 MeV, neutron total cross sections, 16-MeV

(P.P’) diffemnti~ cro~ ~tions. ad low-energy ~on~ce dam A set of neutron parameters
specWic to each major isotope was obtained in the analysis, and the potentials produce good
agreement with the available data to 20 MeV. Since that time, a general form of the potential was
extended to higher energies and was used to calculate data libraries to 100 MeV for incident
neutrons and protons.~ The generalized potential is included in Table 8.

Table 7. Coupled<hannels optical Model and Deformation Parameters for Proton and Neutron

Reactions with 1G5H0and lGfim.

Well Depth (MeV) Range(MeV)

VR = 49.8* 16q + AVC- 0.25E OS ES1OO

WD = 5.020 k 8q+ 0.51E ()< E<(j.5

= 8.335* 8q - 0.092(E-6.5) 6.5<E<1W

Wv=o (-)< E<8.3

= -1,0 +0.12E 8.3<E~l~

v~ = 6.0 ()~Eslo()

B2 (165Ho) = 0.30 ~4 (165Ho) = -0.02

P2 (lb~m) = 0.29 54 (l@Tm) = -0.01

Geometry (fro)

rR= 1.26 aR= 0.63

r~ = 1.26 a~ = 0.48

W= 1.26 av = 0.63

rw = 1.26 aW = 0.63

(3 States Coupled)

(5 States Coupled)



Table 8. Defommd optical potential for proton and neutron reactions on W isotopes over the
energy range 10keV to 100 MeV.

Well Depth (MeV) Range(MeV] Geometry (fro)

VR = 49.73A 16q + AVC- 0.25E OS E<1OO rR s 1.26 aR= 0.61

WD = 4.95* 8Tl+0.76E OSE< 4.5 rD = 1.24 aD = ().45
= 8.37* 8q -0. 1O(E- 4.5) 4.5 SE S1(K)

Wv=o 0SES5.8 w=l.26 3V = 0.61
= -0.70 +0.12 E 5.8s ES1OO

VW = 7.5 OS ES1OO rW = 1.26 aso = 0.61

(3 States Coupled) r== 1.20

f)#s2W) = 0.223 j34(182w) = 4.054

~(1831j$/) = 0-220 p4(183w) = 4.055

~(l~w) = 0.209 f34(1UW)= -0.056

~(l~w) = 0.195 p4(1~w) = 4.057

Because of a need to provide radiative capture cross section calculations for Eu and Re
isoto~ very similar coupled-channels potentials were developed for the two systems covering
the neutron energy range up to 20 MeV. The results were utilized in (n,y) cross section
calculations for 151J15%U~and 185~187Re.MThe parameterizations are included in Tables 9 and
10. Similarly, a requirement to perform (nAy) calculations on 197Au led to an investigation of
coupkxi-channels potentials for that system. In that case the potential of Delaroche31 was found to
be highly suitable and was used to perform extensive calculations to 20 MeV.32 The potential,
which was later used to calculate data for the ENDF/13-V! ev~tiation, is given in Table 11.

An optical model potential coupling in vibrational states was developed for n + 208Pb
reactions, primarily for use in analyzing high-resolution (n,xy) measuxementsqq and in performing
calculations for the NEA intermediate energy data calculations.zT Beginning with the coupled-
channels neutron potential by Sharnu and YoungM (obtained for experimental neutron data in the
range 8.5 to 10 MeV), the potential was modified and extended to both lower and higher neutron
energies by matching the avaiiaik apwiment~ fim.ron total, elastic scattering, ad i~onelastic
scattering data. The collective model assumed for 208Pb was a first-order vibrational model with
complex coupling. Excited states included in these calculations were all the 208Pb states below 10
MeV excitation energy known from various alpha-particle, proton and/or electron inelastic
scattering experiments to be highly collective, as follows: disaete SM.CSat 2.615(3-), 4.0NW+).
4.323(4+), 4.424(6+), and 4.610(8+) MeV; and a low-energy octupole resonance (LEOR) state,
centered at 5.38 MeV (3-). The ~L used for the discrete states were adopted proton values,35
except at EX= 2.615 MeV where ~3 = 0.115, and EX= 5.38 where ~q = 0.10 was used. The
potential that resulted, which is presented in Table 12, gives a reasonable representation of the
available neutron total, elastic, and nonelastic scattering data to approximately 200 MeV.



Table 9. Coup H-Charnels Optical Model and Deformation Parameters for 151s153EuIsotopes

Well Depth (M&) Range@feV~ Geometry (fro)

VR = 49.8 f 16 q + AVC- 0.325& os&s20 rR = k.28 aR= 0.63

WD = 4.02 ~ 8q+ 0.51& ()<%~1() rD = 1.28 aD = 0.48

=9.12 t8Tl - 0.09(&- 10) los&s20

Wv=o OS&s 8 w = 1.28 av = 0.63

= -2.0+ o.1~ 8s~s20 .

VW = 6.0 rW = 1.28 a~ = 0.63

f)z (151Eu) = 0.16 P2 (153Eu) = 0.30 f34(151~15JEu)= O (3 States Coupld)

Table 10. Coupled-Channels Optical Model and Deformation Parameters for Neutron
Reactions with 185J87Re

Well Depth (MeV) Range(MeV)

VR = 49.8 t 16q + AVC- 0.30~ ()<&< 2()

WD = 4.02* 8q+ 0.75& ()<&<9

=10.77 * 8q - 0.05(En -9) 9<&S20

Wv=o !) SEn S9
= -1.8 +0.2& 9s&s20

v~ = 7.5 o<&<20

M (185Re) = 0.22 ~4 (185Re) = -0.085
~2(18TRe) = 0.21 94 (187Re) = -0.085

Gecmetq (fro)

r~= 1.26 aR= 0.61

rD = 1.26 aD = 0.47

w = 1.26 av =0.61

rW= 1.26 aW=0.61

(3 states coupled)
(3 States Coupled)

Table 11. Deformed optical potential for proton and neutron reactions on 197Auover the energy
range 10 keV to 57 MeV.

Well Depth (MeV) Range(MeV) Geometry (fro)

VR = 49.9* 18q + AVC- 0.25E 0SES57 r~ = 1.26 aR= ().64

W~ = 4.20* 9q+ 0.50E OSES 10 rD = 1.26 aD = 0.47

= 9.20~9q - 0.18(E - 10) 10 SES57

Wv=o OS ES1O w = 1.26 av = 0.63
= -8.54 + 2.7 ~E 10 SES57

vgJ = 6.2 ()< E<57 rso= 1.12 asc)= 0.47

rc = 1.10

pz = 0.30 p4 = -0.02 (3 States Coupled)



Table 12. Coupled~hannels optical model potential for 2mPb + n calculations over the neutron

energy range 1 keVs ~s 200 MeV

Well Depth (MeV)

VR = 50.04@ + AVC-0.279 En
=111.0925 @+ AVc-191n~

WD = 1.000 xq + 0.2502 En

= 5.722 ~ - 0.08705&
=0

Wv =0

= -2.60+ 0.18 &
= 2.20+ 0.06&
= 8.20

V.W = 6.18

Range(MeV) Geometrv (fro)

rK= 1.183

rD = 1.273

~ = 1.273

rso= 1.16

aR = 0.6966

a~ = 0.699

.

av = 0.699

aso = 0.677

B. Act.inidc Potentials for Incident Neutrons and Protons

Coupled-channels optical potentials have been developed for several actinides in order to
provide theoretical analysesqb’q7for ENDF/B-VI evaluations. The analyses use as a starting point
the potentials determined by Lagrange,3g with modifications to enhance agreement with data,
especially above 10 MeV. As described above, low-energy resonance data, neutron total and
differential elastic and inelastic data were used to optirnia the potentials. In this manner potentials
have been determined for neutron reactions on 235~2q7*2q8U,2qTNp,239J242PU,and 241Am, and
the parameters are listed in Table 13.

In conjunction with our work in extending data libraries to higher energies, a generali: sd
neutrordproton potential was developed for 23~Uthat was used in reaction theory calculations to
100 McV.~ This pariimcteri~,ation is included in Table 14.

v. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a variety of optical model potentials used in reaction theory anaiyscs at Los
Alamos National Laboratory have been assembled and presented. While many other potentials
have been used that arc not included here, the present list is a reasonable sampling of our efforts
and includes the sys(cms for which more concentrated efforts have bum made. In all cases
prc.scntcd, however, wc expect that rcfincmcnts an~ irnprovcnwnts can hc made. our hope is that
the pre.wnt pammc(criutions will k Aquti(c ivith minim;d rcirisi~~nl“tmMNIICapplic’Mit~ns and will

provide an initial ha.sis f’orfuture detailed analyses.
The pwarncterizuli(ms included here Iwcornc progrcssitdy less m-tuin as [he incident energy

incrca.scs. In our view sut)s[antial wkiiiiuntil work is nmicd at highci- energies and into the
medium owrgy rcgi(m in (wdcr (()put optictil nl(xlcl cl]u~;lct~*ri~,ationson a sound basis, In addition
to the Mudl:lnd pot<’ntial dcscrih~}d hew, 11 Kt~/:Ick ;InL! Nfuciltind II; IVCcomhincd Dirtic



phenomenology with a relativistic generalization of the Lane model to tit both neutron total cross
sections and proton eiastk scattering data for 2~Pb between 9S and 300 MeV .39 It is our view
that a systematic study utilizing both a Schrodinger and Dirac apprcach is needed to develop a
reliable global nucleon-nucleus optical model potential that extends into the medium energy region.

Table 13. Optical Model and Deformation Parameters Used in the Coupled-Channel Calculations
for Actinides .“

n + 235U Parameters (En = O - 30 MeV)

Well Depth (MeV) Rage(MeV) Geometry (fro)

VR = 46.4- 0.3En ()< En< 3() rR= 1.26 aR = 0.63

WD = 3.3 + 0.4En ()~En<8 rD = 1.24 ~D= ()~o

= 6.5- 0.046 (En - 8) ~ <En< 30

Wv=o ~~<En<7 rv = 1.26 av = 0.63

= -C.7 + ().1En 7 <En< 30

v~ = 6.2 OS E11S30 rso= 1.12 as~ = 0.47

~2=0.215 &$= 0.075 (3 States Coupled)

n + 237U Parameters (En = O - 30 MeV)

Well Depth (MeV) Range(MeV) Geometry (fro)

IJR
= 46.25- 0.275En 0SEn<30 rR= 1.26 aR= 0.63

WD = 3.206 + 0.4~ og3n<8 r~ = 1.26 a~ = 0.52

= 6.406- 0.046(En - 8) 8sEn< 30

Wv = o
=-1.4 +o.175E~

VW = 6.2
pz = ().195

n+

Well Depth (McV)

v~ = 46.2- ().275E11

WI) = 3.18 + ().4E,,

= 6.38- ().046(E,,

Wv = ()
=-1.4 +(). i75 E,,

V$Y)= 6.2
p~ = ().198

osEn<8 rv = 1.26 av = ().63
~ < El]< 30

() S E,l S 30 rso= 1.12 US()= ().47
~Q= ().060 (6StLltCS Coupled)

z~~U Parameters (En = O - 30 MeV)
Rq@M~v) Gcomcfry (fro)—

() < & < so r~ = 1.26 UK= ().63

0SEI,<8 r[l = 1.26 Ul)= (),52

8) 8< 1,, s 30

() 5 E,, s H rv = 1.2(J Uv = ().63
H s E,, s 30
() s E,l < 30 rso= 1.!2 US()= (),47

11~= ().(~57 (3 Slil!cscoupled)



n + 2S7NTI Parameters (En = O - 30 MeV)
Well Ikpth (M V)e Range(MeV) Gmmary (fro)

vR = 46.2- o.3& ()< En<30 rR= 1.26 aR= (].63

wD = 3.6 + 0.4En 0< EnS8 rD = 1.24 aD = 0.52
= 6.8- 0.046(EP - 8) 8<En S 30

Wv=o ()< En<7 rv = 1.26 av = 0.63
= -0.7 + 0.1En 7< En< 30

v~ = 6.2 0< EnS30 rso=l .12 aso = 0.47
fjz = 0.214 pd = 0.074 (3 Staes Coupled)

n + 239Pu Parameters (En = O - 30 MeV)
Well Depth (MeV) Range(MeV) Geometry (fro)

v~ = 46.2- 0.3En 0sEn~30 rR= 1.26 aR= 0.63

w~ = 3.3 + 0.45En osE~s8 r~ = 1.24 a~ = 0.50

= 6.9- 0.046(En - 8) 8< E”S30

Wv=o 0SEnS7 rv = 1.26 av = ().63

= -0.7 +O.l En 7SEnS30

V= = 6.2 OSEn< 30 rso= 1.12 aso = 0.47
~Z = 0.205 p4 = 0.075 (7 !hLes Coupled)

n + 242Pu Parameters (En = O - 20 MeV)
Weli Depth (McV) Range(MeV) Geomclry (fro)

VR = 53.016- 0.344En -24.511 0< En <20 rR = ] .203 aR = 0.30 + 1.492q

WD = 8.905- 0.255En - 13.6q ()< En< 2() rD = 1.306
aD = 0.25 + (0.733 E-2)E1, + 1.42T1

Wv=il OSEn S2.7 rv = 1.306
= -0.566 + ().2IEn ~7 < En < 20 ~v = (),25 + (().733L-2)En + 1.42Tl

V= = 6.2 ()S En< 20 rs~= 1.01 aso = 0.75
~z = 0.260 fi4 = 0.036 (5 Slatis Coupled)

n + 241Am Parameters (En = O - 30 MeV)

Well Depth (McV) Runjy(McV) Geometry (fro)

V~ = 46.23- O.:tEn ()< El, < 30 rk = 1.25 a~ = ().6()

Wl) = 3.314 + 0.45 E,, OSE,,< 8 rlj = 1.24 ill) = (),55

= (),914 - ().()4()(1,, -% ) N< E,, s 30

V/v = o () ~ [;,, < ~ rv = 1.24 av = 055
= -1.6 + 0.2 E,, 8< II,,< 30

v~, = 6.2 f) s E,, < 30 rso= 1.01 US()= ().75

[12 = ().21() [}~= \),0750° (5 sulks couplL’d)



Table 14. Coupled-Channels Optical Model and Deformation Parameters for Neutron and Proton
Reactions with z~U to 1(M)MeV

n + 23*U Parameters (En,P = O -100 MeV)
WelJ Depth (MeV’) Range(MeQ Geometry (fro)

VR = 49.8* 16q + AVC- 0.29E + 0.0005E2 OS ES30 rR = 1.26 aR= 0.63

WD = 3.18* 8q + 0.4E OSES8 rD = 1.26 aD = 0.52

= 6.38- 0.046(E - 8) 8sE< 30

Wv=o 0sEs8 w = 1.26 av = 0~63
= -0.7+ 0.10 E 8sEs30

v= = 6.2 OS ES30 r~= 1.12 a~=O.47

f32= 0.198 p4 = 0.057 (3 states coupled)
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